
MULESOFT SERVICES OVERVIEW  

Introduction
Cloud computing and mobile technology is growing by the day as organizations 
take advantage of the speed, agility and flexibility they provide. But as cloud 
and digital applications grow, so does the complexity of integrating data 
between the cloud, on-premise applications, social sources and more. A next-
generation integration solution can mean the difference between being 
overwhelmed by IT complexity or gaining competitive advantage.

Solution Summary
MuleSoft provides the most widely used integration platform for connecting SaaS 
and enterprise applications in the cloud and on-premise. As a MuleSoft partner, 
Pactera provides professional integration services around MuleSoft’s enterprise 
product portfolio. Our senior consultants can provide clients with the strategy and 
technology needed to attain seamless interactions with mission-critical IT systems. 

Pactera’s data integration solutions and strategies enable organizations in all 
industries to integrate and harness insights through analytics. We can assist 
with a wide range of projects including assessment of current infrastructure to 
complex implementations and integrations. Our vast industry expertise allows us 
to address the unique set of challenges faced by each business and industry. 

MuleSoft’s integration platform combined with Pactera’s technology and industry 
expertise address the growing need for holistic integration. By partnering with 
Pactera, businesses can spend less time worrying about communication between 
databases and applications, and more time focusing on core business processes. 

Pactera MuleSoft Services:
• Integration Strategy and Consulting 
• Technology Enablement
• Cloud Strategy and Architecture Services 
• MuleSoft Development and Training Services
• Data Migration Services

Why Pactera?
• Vast expertise across industry verticals to address unique needs of the business
• Experience with integration endpoints including CRM, 

marketing, social and ERP platforms 
• Cost-effectiveness through “right shore” delivery model
• 24,000 highly trained and dedicated technical staff
• Experience in Enterprise Solutions: Oracle, SAP, Salesforce, 

JD Edwards, Siebel, Teradata and IBM Netezza 
• Industry leading security and quality certifications
• Flexible engagement models

Pactera provides a valuable strategic partnership that can take on the 
burden of intensive IT operations so your company can optimize resources 
and focus on strategic IT options. We enable organizations to reduce 
costs while gaining access to IT expertise and 24/7 support.
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Pactera Technology International is the 
leading China-based provider of Consulting, 
Solutions, and Offshore Development to the 
Global 2000.   Operating out of 35 offices 
and 21 Offshore Development Centers in the 
major IT centers of China, Pactera provides 
progressive companies with leading 
edge capabilities enabling them to gain a 
competitive advantage through technology.

Pactera Company Profile
NASDAQ (Symbol: PACT) 
HQ:  Beijing, China
North America HQ: Charlotte, NC
Employees:  24,000
2012 Revenue:  $680 million
Global Centers of Excellence:
    USA - Australia - Japan - Singapore    
    Malaysia - United Kingdom

Leading Edge Solutions
• Big Data and Analytics
• Customer Relationship Management
• E-Commerce and Web Modernization
• Localization and Translation
• BPO-Scanning, Digitizing 

and Data Capture 
• Mobile and Social Solutions
• Enterprise Application Management
• Application Development and Testing

Industry Focus

Banking
Insurance
Energy
Retail
Manufacturing

Travel & Transportation
Healthcare
Life Sciences
High Tech
Capital Markets
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